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Florida asks UC.F to 
. ' ' 
. . 
cut extra $177,000 
by em Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
While Florida's leaders scramble to 
meet-a June 30 deadline to offset a $100 
million deficit found at the start of May, 
UCF officials feel that students here 
will be largely unaffected. 
UCF is expected to cut a total amount 
of $177,629 from current operating ex-
penses before the end of June to help 
the state end its fiscal year with a bal-
anced budget. James Smith, UCF bud-
get director, said that each department 
needed to research its current budget 
and conclude what would constitute a 
fair share of the burden. 
''They had to take a look at their 
resources and decide where it would 
hurt the least," he said. 
Smith said the academic component 
will see the biggest share of the total 
because it has "the greater chance to 
find the greater portion because they 
had the greater amount to start." 
Smith spent the latter part of the 
week of May 11 conferring with repre-
sentatives from various departments. 
The areas of the university which re-
searched the problem were: the Presi-
dent's Office, Student Affairs, Academ-
ic Affairs, Physical ..- Plant, 
Administration and the Solar Research 
Center. 
The group had to compi1e a list of 
proposed budget cuts to be submjtted 
to the President's Office. Smith said he 
had very direct contacts and meetings 
with these representatives. He posed 
the problem and then the group brain-
stormed ideas. 
The Hst of proposals was handed over 
see CUTS page 4 
.. Volusia can1puses 
~ 
.support manatees 
by Sandra L. Karr 
DAYTONA CAMPUS 
UCF Daytona Campus stu-
dents are rallying the support 
• JPf Daytona Beach Community 
College, Embry Riddle A~ro­
nautical University and Stetson 
University to aid the endan-
"~ered manatees in their fight 
for survival. 
The Department of Natural 
JWsources has proposed a speed 
limit Manatee Protection Plan 
of 25 or 30 mph for the St. 
Johns River and other Volusia 
~ounty rivers and water ways. 
The VQlusia County Boat Limit 
Task Force and Boaters Asso-
,.;iation was. originally in favor· 
of a 45 mph speed limit, but it 
has recently compromised to 35 
mph. 
_,. Students are supporting 
Manatee protection through 
various channels: word of 
~outh, fliers, phone calls, mail-
ing lists, petitions and meet-
ings to educate the students on 
the imortance and crucial state 
"tf manatee protection. 
"Our goal is to get the envi-
ronmentalist movement to out-
number the non-environmen-
ta}ist movement at these public 
hearings," said Samantha 
Baker, UCF environmental 
volunteer . 
The manatee has been en-
dangered for a number of 
years. Currently about 1200 
manatees exist, with Florida 
being their main habitat. 
Manatees reproduce once ev-
ery two· years. This slow birth 
rate along with boating colli-
sions aid in the manatees' low 
population. 
Heated 'debate between en-
vironmentalists and boaters 
developed earlier this spring 
due to the boating related 
deaths of three manatees who 
died over a period of two weeks 
in the St. Johns River. 
A boat traveling at 50 mph 
was thought to be responsible 
for the deaths. Governor 
Lawton Chiles and the Cabi-
net imposed an emergency 25 
,mph speed limit on most parts 
of the St. Johns River. No 
see MANATEI; page ,5 
Charles K. Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
RIDING LOOPS 
Jeff Coisnard, a 35 year old Engineering major, rides loops every Tuesday tflrough Research Park. 
He is a member of Orlando Road Club, based at Bikewiser Bike shop in the University Plaza. 
..l)a yt ona campus will switch to unleaded water 
by Sandra L. Karr. 
~AYTONA CAMPUS 
UCFs Daytona campus will finally be getting the 
Jead out of the school's drinking water supply system. 
The Daytona Beach Community College Board of 
Trustees decided to spend $93,000 to replace water 
pipes in the 5-year-old building shared by DBCC and 
. "the UCF Daytona Campus. 
Students have been unable to use water fountains 
in the DBCC/UCF building for the past two years. 
J'ests performed two years ago revealed unusually 
nigh levels of lead in the drinking water. Pipes used 
to construct the water supply system were joined 
together with lead solder. Lead levels in pipes which 
run directly to the water fountains were found to be 
as high as 10.5 milligrams per liter. The Environ-
mental Protection Agency's safe lead level for water 
is .015 milligrams per liter. 
Depending upon the amount consumed, lead can cause 
learning disabilities, brain damage anq even death. 
Water fountains at the DBCC/UCF bwlding were 
in use for nearly three years before high led levels 
were discovered. The EPA assured DBCC/UCF Day-
tona that students were not exposed to the water for 
prolonged periods of time and the students were defi-
nitely not in any health danger. According to the 
EPA, a sip here and a sip there from water fountains 
would not put enough of the contaminated water into 
the body to do any harm. . 
DBCC has sued .three construction firms involved in 
the construction of the DBCC/UCF joint facility including 
USF&G, le Cesse Construction Co. and Harper Me-
chanical Co. DBCC is claiming the construction firms 
caused the problem by using lead solder to connect the 
wat.er pipes. The law suit requests that the firrils pay for 
the cost of replacing pipes and for bottled wat.er . 
Students were supplied with drinking wat.er by using 
bottled water coolers which were delivered on a·:weekly 
basis to the campus. ' 
Now students are looking forward to drinking uncon-
taminated tap water. 
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The Budweiser 
·\.e' 1iine lctMties Page. 
\ King of Beers Checkers! This game is played the sa~e as 
ordinary checkers except that one player uses Bud bottle caps, the other uses caps 
from an ordinary beer. The Bud player has a decided advantage, as his pieces are 
automatically kings. The loser has to buy more Bud. 
Baseball 'Ilivia! (3) If you can answer even one of the following, 
you qualify as a Sports genius! A. What was Babe Ruth's hat size? B. Dizzy Dean 
once struck out 17 Cubs in one game. Name those Cubs. C. In 1919 Eddie 
Ciccotti pitched for a notorious World Series contender. Who were they and why 
were they notorious? D. How many stitches in an American League baseball? 
How many in a National League baseball? E. Whafs the best beer to have 
while watching a game? (Answers below.) 
·a){o[ ou s1 s1qi pm ~as1aMpng:. ·3 ·(v aas) lUno:> Ol A.uew 001 ·a ·sapas PPOM aqi 
Moll.fl Aa'cu ·xos awiM ogB:'lllJ alu ':) :iap1aH lJol Jap1aH lolUaJ 'JapraH lllgIB 
'u-ewaseg: pl£ 'dOlS:UOl[S 'u-euraseg: puz 'u-ewaseg: lSl latplBJ ~atPl1d ·g ·aZJS peal[ s1q 
se aUIBS ·v (£ ·aM prnOJ Jaqi1aN (Z ·reaA. s1qi uope:reA moA. a){Bl Ol u-e1d noA. JaAaJal[M 
Jo TIBMBH Jo e1uJOJH~J Ul A.n Ol lUaurpadxa lBa~ e a)fll spunos (I :SJaMSU\f 
WAYNE DENSCH 
851.;7100 
l 
Puzzles and Beer! We've cut up this familiar beverage 
label into seven pieces. See if you can fit the pieces back together so 
. that they can reveal the name of this popular· product. 
Hydraulic Flow Quiz! ( 1) There ~are 12 ounces of 
beer in a Bud Longneck. If the beer is chilled tq 50 degrees Fahrenhei~ 
with an ambient temperature of 88 degr.ees Fahrenhei~ and you hold 
the bottle at a 45-degree angle, at sea level, with an atmospheric 
pressure of 15 p.sJ., how long will it take-to empty the bottle? 
(Answer below.) · 
State Capital Ouiz! (2) Can you name a- state-where 
Budweiser isn't the best-tasting beer? (Answer below.) 
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PLEASE RECYCLE OUR ALUMINUM CANS 
BUDWEISEil®oKING OF BEERs®o Q11187 ANHEUSEfl.llUSCH, INC.•ST. LOUIS. MO 
RYAN FISH 
380-0064 
• • 
• • 
• • 
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UCF engineering stud~nt will study with NASA 
by Maricar Collantes 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
• ,, A UCF graduate engineering student is one of 60 
stridents nationwide who will receive top-notch, hands-
on experience in the aerospace engineering field at 
o ~NASA this summer. 
Anderson also urged Brunk to apply for another 
engineering scholarship, the Florida Space Grant Con-
sortium fellowship, which Brunk also won. He will 
use it to help finance his work toward a doctorate. 
"We're all proud of Darrin because he is an out-
standing student ~nd a very good worker," Anderson 
said. 
Aside from meeting the requirements, Brunk said 
he consulted engineers from NASA which helped fa-
miliarize him with the program. 
Brunk had four years of Air Force Training as an 
electronics technician and was in the top 5% of the 
class. He has worked with Martin Marietta for al-
most two years and recommends getting experience 
from a job that facilitates one's field of study. Darrin Brunk is the first UCF student to be ad- Furthermore, he said that winning both competi-
mitted into NASA's Langley Aerospace Research Sum- tions heips UCF's status. 
• mer Scholars program. 
) While in the program, Brunk will conduct a re-
"It's great that UCF is coming of age and we're 
able to compete with other universities and do well." 
Anderson said. "A good reputation helps everybody 
in the University." 
This experience, he said, earned his acceptance 
into the program, which is designed to encourage 
highly motivated engineering and science students to 
pursue graduate degrees in aerospace research. 
• 
search project, tour the center's facilities, attend lec-
tures.by prominent.engineers and participate in social 
~ctivities. 
For students having difficulty finding these kinds 
of programs, Brunk said teacher-studeht contacts are 
_important. · 
"I think.students need to get in contact with teach-
ers who have access to these programs," Brunk said. 
He credits his engineering professor, Dr. Loren 
~Anderson, for introducing and working with him on 
nis application for the program. 
Brunk graduated magna cum la~de in aerospace 
engineering last December. Students who quali-
fied for the program had to be either a junior, senior 
or first-year graduate. Other requirements for the 
program include: 
• 3.0GPA 
•a resume. 
• three recommendations. 
• technic~ experience. 
Mon. -Thur. 
Friday 
Saturday 
7:45 a.m. -10 p.m. 
7:45 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
noon - 5 p.m: 
Brunk will spend ten weeks this summer working 
in the flight applications division of the Langley Re-
search Cenwr in Hampton, Va. 
With the help of senior engineer Dal Maddalon, 
Brunk will specifically be working in the area of sub-
sonic aerodynamics and will represent UCF in devis-
ing a high-tech design for a wind tunnel. 
Brunk said he wants to pursue a masters and 
possibly a doctorate degree in aerospace engineering 
at UCF and then work for NASA 
• 
• 
• 
ATTRACTIONS: 
attractions: kiosk price at the gate savings 
..., . . - ~ 
Busch Gardens •..... ~.szx.00 •••••••• $26.45 •••••• $5.45 
·seca -~ortd •.•.......•••••• s2x.50 •••••••• s27.e»o ••• ~ •• s5.50 
Universal Studios .•• $25.00 •••••••• $30. 74~ ••••• $5. 7 4 
~e"t·n-~ild ••.•••.•...... s~2.oo •••••••• $I8.95 •••• ~ •• $6.95 
MOVIE TICKETS: 
. . .... 
General Cinema ...•.... $3.50:_:·::  
. :.. 
AMC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.50:-.;-::-.:  
Plitt ........................... $3.50 :;,:· 
SUMMER HOURS: 
For Ticket Sales 
Mon·Thurs •• 9 • 7 
Friday •••••••.•. 9 ~ 6 
Saturday.~.IO • 2 . 
S~nday .• No ticket 
.. sales .-.. ;:;."=· .. 
. . .• •• . 9' •••• • ....... . ......... - .•• . • • . • • .•• . • ... . ·.: .=·.:.~ . 
· .. '::: .. ::. ::'.-.. :. ::. :-; . ·. .. . . ..· .· .. :.:·. ·. ·: .. :.: .:::; · .. :.: .. . · .. :-: .:.:::·::··::·=:: ::: .. ·:. r .•. : .. : .. ' 
I 
!. 
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CUTS 
FROM PAGE 1 
Libertarian challenges big party politics 
to the administration prior to 
the May 20 deadline, at which 
by Bill Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
time it was sent to the Florida While some Republicans 
Board of Regents. After board question the wisdom of retain-
members review the listed pro- ing Vice President Dan Quayle 
posals, they will be accepted by on the ticket and all the Demo-
the governor's office. crats know for certain is that 
"At that time, it'll become an they'll hold a convention, the 
actual fact," Smith said. Libertarian Party already has 
Dr. Carl Blackwell of the several leadership choices for · 
Board of Regents said at the the 1992 presidential race. 
end of May that the governor One of the party's forerun-
~d cabinet would approve all ners, Richard Boddie, was in 
proposed cuts. Orlando over the weekend of 
"It's already a done deal," he May 31 getting both his name 
said of the list of proposed cuts. and his policies out to other Lib-
"! assume that all (the institu- ertariaris in the Central Flori-
tions) are doing is posting da area. Boddie (pronounced 
them." . ''body") is somewhat of an enig-
However, Dr. Daniel C. Hol- ma for a presidential candidate. 
senback of the University Re- Besides being one of the new 
lations department doesn't an- ·generation of blacks against af-
ticipate anyone noticing any firmative action laws, he is a 
drastic results. high energy thinker with a pen-
'The average student may chant for comic impressions. He 
not even see it," he said. Imme- does a great Mohammed· Ali, 
diately following those meet- Howard Cosell, Jimmy Carter 
ings, he said that the universi- and that untouchable of Amer-
ty should be able to meet the ican icons, Ronald Reagan. 
current cuts by postponing any Like the word from which 
new appointments to UCF's his' current status is derived, 
staff or faculty and through the he is also, above all, candid. 
resources of unspent money. "Ask me anything," he jokes 
That second source for re- before interviews. "fve got plen-
covering funds was supported ty of sound bites." 
by Dr. J. Edward Neighbor of Yet, when he settles down 
UCFs Department of Admin- to the business at hand - the 
istration and Finance. He said future of the country and, more 
that, although the proposed dis- specifically, its people, Boddie 
and his party believe in. , 
'The Libertarian Party is the 
only political party in the Unit-
ed States that is working in a 
principled and consistent way 
for everyone's liberty on every 
issue, every day," he said. 'The 
only legitimate function of gov-
ernment is to protect individu-
als when their rights have been 
violated, not before." 
He said that the moral prin-
cipal of the party is based on 
what its adherents refer to as 
the ''Libertarian Manifesto of 
1776." . 
"The Declaration oflndepen-
dence sU;ites our position: the 
government is the servant, not 
the master," he said. "Liber-
tarians are smart enough to re-
alize that the original formul~ 
was a good formula." 
Boddie, born in New York 
and now residing in California, 
is currently traveling the na-
tion trying to get his name to_ 
as many voters as possible. But 
Boddie is no stranger to work-
ing with strangers, even those 
who might be antagonistic. Be-
side being both a teacher and 
motivational speaker (or, as he 
puts it, a "secular evangelist"), 
he has worked for years as a 
mediator and deliberator. He 
worked on the settlement of the 
1973 Wounded Knee uprising 
and, more recently, was part of 
tribution allocated approxi- _:is~s~e:n~· o~u~s~a~b~ou~t~w~h~a:_t ~b~ot'.'.:h~h~e:_ ___ ~se~e~B::O~D~D:l~Ep~a~ge~5_J@@g@§§§@g§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§~§§~~§§~~~~~ 
mately 60 percent of the finan-
cial burden to be borne by the 
Instructional and Academic 
Resources component, the 
amount - totalling $116,457 
- can be recovered from un-
spent funds. 
'We maintain reserves just 
in case," Neighbor said. 
He said the remainder of the 
summer academic program will 
not be affected by current state 
fiscal problems. 
This most recerit cut repre-
sents far less than 1 percent of 
the university's total budget 
and that two previous cutbacks 
- one in October, the other in 
December - had been much 
higher, he said. 
Each one of the earlier cuts 
represent almost 5 percent of 
the total academic budget. In 
fact, he said, it was those earli-
er deficit incidents which ulti-
mately helped offset the cur-
.rent situation. 
'We had, more or less, an- · 
ticipated further cutbacks and 
set aside some reserves," Neigh-
bor said. 
If there is any single area in 
which stud~nts may feel a bite, 
it is likely to be from Student 
Affairs. 
The total amount to be made 
up from this component is only 
$10,305, but Dr. Kenneth Law-
son of that office said that near-
ly half of that money will come 
from personnel services. This 
is the area which works with 
student assistants. · 
"WIT CLASSES AID A 
PART~TIME JOI I o EIERV 
A PAID VACATION:' 
'f.\nd UPS agrees. That's one of the 
reasons I work there. But they do a lot 
more than pay me to take time off. I make 
almost $10,000 a year working part-time 
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay 
for a full-time student. 
"The benefits jon't stop there, either. 
I get paid holidays, medical and ~en­
tal benefits, even a student loan 1f 
.1 need one. I got to pick mor':\:ng . 
or evening shifts. I work in Qp~rat1ons, 
but some students work in accounting, 
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and 
Customer Service. 
"If you want to make money while you 
study and when you travel, check out 
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away 
and come back to a paycheck." 
'I 
•• 
... 
•• 
.. 
Lawson said the amount 
translates into only one half-
time student per year and at 
this late time of the academic 
year there is a corresponding 
loss in flexibility. 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's car~er 
development or job pla'cement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F . ..... 
"We will handle it as neces-
sary to get back to where we 
need to be," Lawson said. 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER 
I. * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
~ 
·® 
UPS DEU1VERS fEDUCATIOI 
. ~ 
• It ----------
•• 
MANATEE 
FROM PAGE 1 
manatee deaths have been re- . 
ported there since the emer-
' gency speed limit was set. The 
• · speed limit expires on June 24. 
UCF Daytona, DBCC and 
Stetson students traveled to 
11 Deland May 23 to be environ-
mentalist activists for the en-
dangered manatee. _A special 
• hearing was held at which the 
public was able to voice their 
opinion to the Volusia County 
Council about boating restric-
c 4' tions and manatee protection. 
The Volusia County Cpuncil 
recommended that the state set 
, • boat speed limits in VolUsia 
County river channels at 35 
mph in the day and 25 at night. 
The council recommended this 
" after listening to the pleas from 
the Boaters Association, DNR, 
environmentalists and the 
~ speed limit task force. 
plan. 
The DNR will consider the 
county's comments before send-
ing a final recommendation to 
the governor and Cabinet next 
month. 
The Department of Natural 
Resources' final hearing on the 
rule will be held at DBCC. 
The reporters and crew from 
the CBS television show "48 
Hours" will be filming the hear-
ing live. They hope to do a docu-
mentary on the outcome of the 
Manatee Protection Plan. 
Brooke Campen, a UCF ac-
counting major, said the pub-
licity of "48 Hours" will draw 
attention to Volusia County. 
'This is definitely a black 
and white issue. It is by no 
means a local issue. The eyes 
·of the nation are on Volusia 
County, ·especially with the 
broadcasting to be done by the · 
'48 Hours' television program," 
Campen said. 
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The council's resolution will 
be forwarded to DNR as the 
county's final comments on the 
• • state mandated manatee pro-
, tection boating speed limit 
'This program will allow the 
entire nation to see what 
Volusia County and Florida a1e 
going to do to aid the manatee 
in their plight for ·existence," 
she said. 
Steve Johnson, a biology major, performs a necrapsy on a manatee at the Biology building last Feb-
ruary. UCF Daytona campus students are supporting the manatee's fight for survival. 
·•BODDIE 
FROM PAGE 3 c~ange. And we're the peaceful tion. It was then, Boddie said, 
change." ' · that lobbyists came into power. 
.-~ ·''This government has gone Boddie is not afraid of being 
· the team that mediated a set- mad. The whole concept of de- labelled as a political outsider. 
tlement · with Canadian Mo- mocracy is two wolves and one "It doesn't matter because 
hawk Indians. These are skills sheep voting on what to have that jolts people into'investigat-
• ~which he feels will put him in for breakfast," he s_aid. ing the party on their own," he 
good stead as a potential pres- He sai·d 1913 was America's said. · 
ident. high-water mark for individual Although the general consen-
• ) "People know.me as a com- liberties. Aft.er that year, con- . sus of those unfamiliar with the 
municator," he said. stitutional amendments were Libertarians is that it is a pre-
"We are· the next edition," passed which _empowered the dominantly radical group, par-
Boddie said. ''W e'r_e the other Internal Revenue Service and t.Y apologist Richard Jones once 
* party, not a third party. It's changed the method of select- Wrote that "the Libertarian Par-
become a choice between _ vio- ing state senators from state ty -has by far the highest ratio . 
lent change and peaceful legislative vote to direct elec- ·of PhD's of any political party 
in the United States, if not the uine outrage. Calling the coun-
world." tcy's public educational -
"When we learn to present Founded in 1971, the Liber-
Libertarianism in emotional tarian Party has ·grown in Flor-
-term, not just intellectual ida into eight county affiliates 
terms, then we will be close to in just several years, said Keitt 
electing a Libertarian Presi- - Miller, a state member repre-
dent." · senting Baddie's campaign. 
Citing everything from cur- Boddie said that in the last 
rent seatbelt laws to the recent - national election, the party re-
drug raid by DEA agents on a ceived five million votes, and 
University ofVirginiafraterni- it has supported six candi-
ty as unconstitutional, Boddie dates in spite -of continuing 
lambasts governmental con- obstacles in placing a name 
trols with a combination of well- on state ballots during nation-
researched knowledge and gen- al elections. 
___ .....,. ...... ..a:a..:.Maka&..~-..-- ~-----·-- .. ., ., . 
~ $3 ~~~N:~~::fig~g~RON : News clips mwtK11%'%1.wz1@MJ&w1011inKw1w,wwA@iNMw&ifMth&@w&MMfftJ 
~ $10OFF1/2 DAY RIDE 
1
1 · in the :tudent affairs confer-
. . 
$5 OFF WEEKDA VS ence room in the Administra-
F LYING -UNICORN RANCH . I tion building. 
"Horseback Riding At It's Best" I I Everyone is welcome to at-
Horses By The Hour • Moonlight Rides • Ponies For Parties I tend. For more information, call 
Hay Rides & Cookouts. Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces I Maureen Schaeffer at x2701. 
'Please Call For Reservations 
STEVE CHARRON 
FOR COL.:LEGE STUDENTS: 
GUARANTEED FREE 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY OR 
OUR FEE WILL BE RETURNED 
APPLY EARLY TO: 
"COLLEGE FOR MANY" 
P.O. BOX 570097 
ORLANDO, FL 32857·0097 
_"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY" 
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH 
CARPET, DRAPES, CEN1RAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL OF . 
THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS: 
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF 
•ON COUNTY BUS R'OUfE 
•WALK TO SHOPPES, BANKS 
AND MOVIES 
•AFFORDABLE RATES 
•MONTHLY STUDENT 
SPECIALS 
•THE ULTIMATE IN 
CONVENIENCE 
. ONLY FIRST MONTH & SECURITY 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN 
12017 SOLON DR. 
ORLANDO, FL 
. (NEXT TO PIZZA HUf ON 
ALAFAYA) 
273-4097 
President Altman, Goldiez, Kelly and Whitehouse present the Link -
Foundation fellowship to Dumas (center). 
• DUMAS PRAISE The books offered are dupli-
UCF student Joseph D. Du- cate copies and/or determined . 
mas II, a doctoral candidate in to be inappropriate for the li-
computer engineering at UCF, bracy's collection. 
was named the first Link Foun- Friends of the library will 
dation Fellow in Advanced host the book sale. Books will 
Simulation arid Training. be 50 cents each. 
· He was awarded the fellow-
ship by Lloyd Kelly of the Link 
Foundation, UCF President 
Steven Altman, Brian Goldiez of 
the Institute for Simulation and 
Training and UCF Engineering 
Dean Gary Whitehouse. 
Dumas, of Oviedo, earned 
the fellowship for his work in 
helping to develop a computer-
based driving simulator. The 
UCF team is working to devel-
op an affordaple driving simu-
lator for instructional use by 
school districts, driving schools, 
disabled drivers, etc. 
•BOOK SALE. 
The UCF library will have a 
book sale in the lobby 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. June 12. 
•SG ONAIR 
Student Government will 
become a reguiar feature of the 
WUCF news program, "UCF 
Digest," beginning June 4. 
The first two programs are tD 
be aired on June 4 and June 18. 
The interviews will run for 3-
5 minutes between 4 p.m. and 6 
p.m. during the "WUCF in the 
Afternoon" student programming 
time on 89.6 FM, WUCF. 
The programs are scheduled 
to he aired twice monthly on 
Tuesdays. 
•NO RAPE 
The Rape Awareness and 
Prevention on Campus commit-
tee will meet at 3 p.m. June 18 
•NEWPHONE 
SG will install a new courte-
sy phone Monday on the fourth 
floor of the Biology building di-
. rectly against the northeast 
wall 
• "BRILLIANT EYES" 
The College of Arts and Sci-
ence~ and the Center for Space 
Policy and Law at UCF and 
the Florida Space Business 
Roundtable will host a lecture 
by Dr. Edward Teller at 7 p.m. 
June 6 in the Student Center 
Auditorium. 
Teller is best noted for his 
work on the development of 
nuclear explosives and his ad-
vocacy of a strong defense for 
the. United States. 
His also noted for his more 
than 100 technical publications, 
books and patents. 
Tellers's presentation will be 
on his "Brilliant Eyes" propos-
al of developing a vast network 
of small orbiting satellites to 
gather intelligence from space, 
detect pollution and forecast 
weather at a cost much lower 
than e~sting systems. The . · 
smaller sensor satellites would 
evolve from technology being · 
developed in the U.S. Strategic 
_ Defense Initiative program. 
Admission is free. 
For further information, call 
Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, Di-
rector, Center for Space Policy 
and Law, x2608. 
II 
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Youth forced to 
create morals as 
adults stand aside 
Yet again television has provided the basis for people 
to get into an uproar. According to the May 30 iss1:1e of 
The Orlando Sentinel, the "Oprah Winfrey Show" gave 
an 11-year-old girl the fQ.el ~d the fire to begin a battle 
for the names of criminals who commit crimes against 
children to be released into a national register. 
This brings several things to mind. 
First of all, why is an 11-year-old watching Oprah? 
Why isn't she out playing, studying (she is a straight-
A student) or even just reading a book? It inakes one 
wonder where the parents are when the children, at 
age 11, are staying in to watch television talk:-shows; 
but then again most television is geared for that mental 
level, talk-shows unfortunately setting the standard as 
opposed to elevating them. -
OK, so the 11-year-old stayed in to watch Oprah 
Winfrey. Apparently she then wrote letters to 
community leaders asking for help. She took it a step 
further when she heard that a convicted child molester 
was charged with killing an 11-year-old after just 
getting out of jail. She decided to join the people · 
supporting the legislation to 'print the pictures and 
names ofconvictedchildmolesters, rapists and murders, 
as well as to allow no early release for these offenders. 
These are noble goals, but can the child understand 
the implications? No, probably not, but she does make 
a good image or selling point for those in support of the 
petition. In fact, local television and radio s.tations have 
begun to latch onto her story. 
.People become easily swayed when they see the 
. youth following, leading or creating a cause, ·~u~d then 
they begin tofollowthemselves, in support of protecting 
and supportingy~mth. This is advertising. People use it 
to sell things. The childisbeingused to sell thepeti.tion. 
Americans need to step away from the television and 
consider w~at they support. Well, just ask yourself if 
you f you support the above stated legislation. Then 
consider why. 
Will the previous offenders never be able to live-
down their offences? What crimes are so heinous that 
we can blatantly say, 'hey, you can go free, but we're 
going to make you a poster child.' Because honestly, if 
they try to get a job after their name and face has been 
released, they won'tget one. But that will only be the 
beginning of the alienation that will follow them for the 
rest of their life. 
Perhaps they deserve it, you say. In fact they should 
spend even more time in jail. OK, it is fine to beHeve 
that too, but remember that America needs more 
money for the jails, not to mention that more money is 
needed to go into schools, roads, etc. 
This gets awfully complicated pretty quick, so how 
does that 11-year-old ·explain it? She said, "I just don't 
want it to happen to me, or my sister ... I'm just sick of 
hearing about it." · 
Yes, she probably is. She should be enjoying life, not 
trying to legislate it. She'll be on the front lines soon 
enough. So what's the point? 
The.pointis, don't focus on the advertisingofissues, 
go into the meat ofit. Also try keep your own ideals, and 
don't weaken to the advertising. · 
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Reagan was a victim of· liberals . 
Former President Ronald Reagan was framed! 
Of all the supposed facts used by mad liberals to 
frame ~agan, the Iran-Contra Affair was the most 
outstanding. The leftist would say Reagan knew about 
the deal and played a major role in planning it. But 
he didn't. His aide confessed to conning the ex-president 
into signing it. Oliver North, who's been selling everyone 
and everything out t.o save his hide, didn't implicate 
Reagan. Why? Because North knew he was innocent. 
If that's not enough, then look at the public. Back 
then few people were convinced Reagan was guilty 
and the majority continued to support him as our 
executive leader. 
Polls even showed American support of North and · 
the Iran-Contra deal as patriotic. So even if Reagan 
was responsible, he was only guilty of acting by the 
public's will. 
In fact, the whole trial was nothmg but a liberal 
witch-hunt. · 
Remember, Congress was ruled by Democrats and 
Reagan was Republican all the way. Isn't it coinci-
dental the whole Iran-Contra Affair was revealed just 
when we Americans were growing sick of Congress' 
half-hearted· support of the Contras through: drastic 
cuts in m~netary aid, ridiculous rules (money could 
only be spent in humanitarian causes) and basically 
running the Contras into defeat like they did in Viet-
nam. How. can you win a war when you have a heap 
of bandages and no bullets? The Iran-Contra Affair 
showed up just at the right time. It took the public's 
attention off the De)llocrats' Contra budget mess and 
made Reagan look bad. 
The Ir~-Contra Affair was nothing but a scam by 
a group of pissed-off lefties. Why were they mad and 
trying to set Reagan up? Because he had continually 
vetoed Congressional bills, threatened to bypass Con-
gress in pertinent issues many times and actuallY, -
done so. And through it all he had gained public 
support B!ld created economic prosperity from the 
decadent inflation of the Carter years. 
So why shouldn't the liberals and Democrats be• • 
mad enough to throw mud, lie and frame him. 
Apply this new knowledge to the "October Sur-
prise" allegations and you have another liberal scam. 
This time it involves more pissed-off liberals and • 
an ex-president oflran, the land of thieves and liars. 
Should we trust the liberals? Of course not. And 
should we trust the ex-president oflran, Banir-Sadr?¥·• 
Certainly not. First, he's trying to sell his book, ."My 
Tum to Speak: Iran, the Reyolution and Se.cret Deals 
with the United States;" second, he has to be mad at,. 
the Reagan administration. • 
After all, Reagan kept great relations with Israel 
and provided the Contras with monetary aid, but all 
he ever did for Banir-Sadr was negotiate with and • 
recognize the revolutionary government of Iran. 
America panders to violence ·· 
Stranded in the middle of3 a.m., not a blessed idea 
for an article, the only things pouring from my 
thoughts are revulsion from the following day's $5.25 
an hour job oftossing salad for the man and broomin' 
the floor of vegetables. 
Then it hit me, a George Foreman jab to the brain, as I 
listened t.o an O' Jays album (yeah, I know, but I like 
'em). The group said something to the effect of: if we 
spent half as much time teaching folks how to love as to 
kill, the earth might just revolve a little more smoothly. 
Now, I should state that the O'Jays, though great for 
MoTown, cannot be given sociologist status, nor can the 
word· '~ove" be allowed to have such vague connotations 
so as to imply that, if present, can jump start the uni-
verse and have it running like my ma's Geo Metro; 
My contention is that there can be effective ways 
to keep the world moving forward without pandering 
to the art of violence. When I think of the positive 
efforts to counter our violent propensity, several ex-
amples come to mind. 
A few weeks back a group called "Peace Works" 
attempted to set up a table at Lake Howell High 
School, and sought to offer students information about 
their group, the art of peace and the consequences of 
an ever present military build-up. The focus of Peace- . 
Works was to counter the presence of a Marine Corps 
recruitment table and to offer alternative informa-
tion. The vice principal of Lake Howell., Raymond 
Gaines, told the PeaceWorks group that a previous 
court precedent, which allows opposite organization-
al views to exist simultaneously, meant nothing to 
him. He proved it by having police officers escort the 
group from its premises. 
If makes a rational person wonder what exactl • 
the agenda of the Great American High School is, 
when it offers the student ROTC and military history 
courses, but no alternative education in human right5' 
or civil disobedience. If an Air Force recruiter is al- • 
lowed to propagandize the mind of high school stu-
. dents, why not Green Peace representatives, Peace-
Works or Hari Krishnas for that matter. 
It seems that we are limiting the~ minds of stu-
dents eatly on, thus successfully inhibiting the abili-
ty of their minds to branch out. · 
. . 
As the young minds become older and are able to 
vote, they too will find that arming angry denizens 
and advising them that to blow up the man is a 
heavily-cool way to operate a universe. From this wt!-' 
can derive · that something, homies, is rotten in the . 
st.ate of the union. By dealing out "Shoot-em-up" sci-
ence to young minds, we tend to get what we've sown· 
a lopsided · crop of David Berkowitzs and G. Gordon • 
Liddys to Leo Buscaglias and Jesus Christs. · 
"Real love . creates, it never destroys; in this ·lies _ 
man's only hope." · · • 
Yeah, buddy. · 
. ( 
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Moralists usually assist tho$e . they're against 
No other group has ever done so much for such l.ittle results 
A story in the June 1 issue of The Orlando Senti- All the yelling, screaming, and sign-waving by those 
nel reported that on Thursday, June 6, Seminole Com- uncomfortable ~th the concept of the film was, in the 
munity College will show the Martin Scorsese film end, counterproductive to the protestor's purposes. 
"The La~ Tempt.ation of Christ'' following a protract- The religious forces never hurt the film, rather they 
ed lawswt between the ACLU and the college's ad- helped sell it. . 
mini~tr'ation. So finally,. after years of litigation, ar- · Likewise, the protestors were, in most cases, com-
gument~ ·and hard feelings, a settlement has been pletely off base on their complaints. One of the major 
reached and. the movie will be shown. points of contention against the film was the "por-
rm c~rtain that on the evening of the showing, trayal" of Christ in a "homosexual" act. Balderdash. 
there will be a contingent of protestors raising 
··· tian elements in an uproar when he had a Jackson-
ville concert scheduled. Ticket sales were slow-to-none 
until these people began their protests and, then, 
whoa! - did the show do well. 
·Anyone seeing a pattern here? 
It seems that, had these people just left these 
incidents alone, that the general public would hell about the mistreatment of their savior, 
ranting and raving about the blasphemy tak-
ing place inside the sec concert hall. -
Never have so many don~ so much for so 
little. 
If you never saw the movie, my advice is 
quite simple: don't bother. It's bad; in fact;it's 
beyond .bad - it's a stinker. Arrd, under nor-
Quality always shows, and when a product is in-
ferior, it won't.last very long. This is as true of art 
as it is-of any manufactured goods.. · 
have determined on their own that there was, 
indeed, no artistic merit in any of tQese off er-
ings and said projects would have failed. 
Instead, the offending parties did better than 
they deserved, with the help of the very ones 
trying to stop them. 
mal circumstances, I am a big fan of Scorsese's. As a 
piece of film, it was a miserable failure, with it's only 
saving grace being the approximately two minutes in 
which David Bowie portrayed Pontius Pilate. · 
What can I say: somedays you're on, somedays 
you're off. · 
Then, iii Sunday's Sentinel, there was a story con-
cerning Norman Lear's latest idea for a television 
series which is_ intended to deal with the topic of 
spirituality in America. As the creator of such past 
classics as "All in the Family'' and ''Maude," most 
people know that Lear tends to take a slightly irrev-
erent viewpoint as a means of investigating our be-
liefs, and pointing out both our positiv~ and negative 
attributes. 
Naturally, with Lear now broaching the topic of 
religion, there has already been an outcry from con-
servative factions in the nation, many of them upset 
while blissfully unaware of -the nature of the show 
and its content. 
But I digress. Th~ first illustration was meant to 
point c;mt that, without all the initial protests and 
wh8tnot, S~orsese's movie probably would have died 
at the box office within weeks. Instead, because some-
one's sensitivity (or, in some cases, perceived sensi-
tivity) was injured, this particular film made more 
money than it should have. 
Of course, Americans on the whole are a fairly 
uptight bll;Ilch and the depiction of anything remotely 
foreign seems to bother us. This-film was depicting 
, the customs of an ethnic group that lived some two 
thousand years ago. Anyone who saw the film could 
tell by the way 'that scene was played that there was 
no more sexuality in the kiss between Jesus and 
John the Baptist than in the scene in "The Godfa-
ther'' between Michael and Frederico Corleone as the 
younger bro(~her is being tagged for death. 
And, it seems, that is always the way in these 
instances. ' 
Cite these examples. 
Two years ago a rap band out of Miami offended so 
many special interest groups with its lyrics (which 
cont.ained overtones of violence and sexism) that record 
store managers were busted for selling copies of the 
offending album~ John Tanner and and the PMRC 
must surely have been licking their lips and rejoicing 
in the opportunity they saw to set our personal liber-
ties back. . 
Yet now, Two Live Crew is little more than a trivia 
question and, even at the time, many of the teenagers 
questioned admitted that they had no interest in the 
band's record until they were told they weren't al-
lowed 'to have it. 
Some years before that, Ozzie Osbo~rne had Chris-
This is not to equate the honest efforts of 
J\ifartin Scorsese in his clunker "The Last Temptation 
of Christ" to the obviously overt immaturity displayed 
by groups such as Two Live Crew or Guns 'n' Roses or 
Madonna for that matter. 
If these people protesting all these horrible things 
would remind themseJves that any press is good press 
and, these days, bad press is better press, we might 
not have to endure hearing about the very things the 
protestors wish would go away. In other words, they 
would get their wishes. 
There is a ~aying from Oscar Wilde that says, in 
effect, 'There iS no such thing as a moral or an im-
moral book. A book is well written or badly written. 
Th~~alP . 
How true. Quality always shows, and when a prod-
uct is inferior, it won't last very long. This is as true 
of art as it is of any manufactured goods. 
If a piece off ends, . it is perfectly permissible to 
com.plain about it but, don't judge an item before 
being exposed to it, or the critic's own ignorance wili 
surely show through. 
Besides, it is absolutely wrong to attempt to legal- · 
ly suppres~ it by using political pressure, especially 
in this country. 
And the invasion on my personal liberties by any 
special interest group is far more offensive and, in the 
end, detrimentat than any of the dirty lyrics or nasty 
pictures out there. · 
·short speeches prove to· be lhe ·best speeches 
Today's topic, in our series on Building 
Your Confidence, is: How To Give a Speech. 
If you are a human being, or even a 
reasonably alert shrub, chances are that 
sooner or later a club or organization will 
ask you to give a speech. The United States 
is infested with dubs and orgruiizations, 
constantly engaging in a variety of worth-
while group activities such as (l) eating 
lunch; (2) eating dinner; (3) eating break-
fast; and of course ( 4) holding banquets. 
The result is that there is a constant de-
mand for post-meal speakers, because oth-
erwise all you'd. hear would be the sounds 
of digestion. . . 
A great deal of digestion is required, be-
cause all clubs and organizations obtain 
their food from the U.S. Catering & Ce-
ment Company, located on a former nucle-
ar test site in Utah. Every chicken served 
by U.S. Catering & Cement has completed 
a toughening -program developed by the 
U.S. Marine Corps, under which trainees 
go through an intensive prograrµ of run-
ning obst.acle courses, doing push-ups, get-
ting bad haircuts and being screamed at 
by grizzled veteran chickens wearing comical Smok-
ey Bear hats. By the time they graduate, these chick-
ens can deflect bullets with their breasts. 
As the speaker, you are expected to eat this food 
without special tools. As an additional challenge, many 
clubs and organizations like to put you at a "head 
. table" up on a stage, facing the audience, ~ every-
body can watch you eat. One time I gave a speech to a 
convention of certified pension actuaries '(motto: "Fun . 
Dudes Having Fun"). There were 2,000 of them, fill-
ing an enormous hotel ballroom, and, apparently as a 
prank, they put me at a tiny table right in the center ~f 
the stage with ONE OTHER PERSON, named Bob. 
It was the least-relaxed meal of my life. Bob and I 
handled our food the way Bomb Disposal Squad mem-
bers handle suspicious packages, because we were 
acutely aware that 4,000 actuarial eyeballs were mon-
itoring our every move and commenting on our table 
manners ("Look! He dribbled on his chin!"). I was 
terrified that I'd have to go to the bathroom, because 
you cannot leave a table for two on a stage the size of, 
Montana without being noticed. ("Where's he going?" 
"Probably to the bathroom!" "I bet he doesn't wash 
his hands!") I was also terrified that Bob would break 
under the strain and sprint off the stage, leaving me 
up there alone to confront the dessert ('Pie a la Sam-
sonite"). 
But above all I was terrified by a knowledge that 
·afflicts all post;... meal speakers: I REALLY DIDN'T 
HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY. And what is more, I 
knew deep in my heart that the audience would rath-
er have been taking a · nap or playing golf or actuarial-
izing some pensions. That is the No. 1 con-
fidence-building rule of public speaking: 
NOBODY REALLY WANTS TO HEAR 
YOUR SPEECH. This is why short speech-
es are so popular. Historians agree that 
the greatest banquet speech in history was 
the ~ne delivered by the ancient Greek phi-
losopher Socrates moments after he drank 
some hemlock. "Gack," he said, falling· face-
first into his chicken. The other Greeks ap-
plauded like crazy. "Damn good speech!" they 
said "Let's play some goJfl" 
You also remember that wh.en you're 
giving a speech, there's always a chance 
that your mind will go totally blank and 
you'll freeze· up as solid as a supermarket 
turkey. This happened to me about 10 min-
. utes into my speech to the actuaries. The 
room fell silent, and the seconds were tick-
ing by, and they were all st.aring at me, 
waiting for my next statement, and I was 
staring back at them with the confident, 
self-assured expression of a laboratory rat 
about to be grabbed by a researcher hold-
ing a major electrode, because I could think 
of NOTHING. Bob could have stabbed me 
with his dessert fork and I wouldn't have 
thought of"ouch." 
The same thing could very well hap-
pen to you. If it does, remember this confi-
dence-building fact: There is ·a strong 
chance that, in your frantic desperation, 
you will blurt out something stupendously embar: 
rassing. "Speaking of pensions," ·you might say, "I 
frequently have sexual fantasies involving Wilma 
Flintstone and a wading pool filled with coleslaw." 
This is why experts recommend that you practice 
your speech ahead of time in front of a sympathetic, 
understanding audience. I practice in front of my 
· dogs2 who always listen with alert, in~rested expres-
sions., in cas~ rm telling them that they're going to 
get so.D)e leftover spaghetti, which they love. 
· This confid~nce-building technique has enabled me 
to develop a natural yet authoritative speaking style (" ... 
and in conclusion, let me just say that ... Na! Down! BAD 
~es!!"). So the "bottom line" in Speech-making is to 
remember this: Just be relaxed and confident, and you'll 
do fine~ Here, have sotrie hemlock. .. 
• 
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UCF Moodukkwan Tae kwon do. Improve 
flexibility condition and stamina as well as 
sharpening self-defense skill. Classes on mon 
tues at 8-10 pm and thur at7-9pm in multi-pur-
pose room (next to gym) in ed bldg for more 
info call 365-8866 or 240-3656 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occu-
pancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1007 
UCF AREA-2 bedroom 11/2 bath townhome, 
all appliances, $425.00/ mo, Gold Star Reality 
of Fla.Agent #877 -378~ 
For Rent 211 apt $220 + 112 util call 381-5543 
or 228-9311 
Detached efficiency on 5 ac $325/mo incls. 
utils. local phone, covered parking and laun-
dry. $150 deposit, $250 for pets 366-1758 
Clean honest responsible non-smoker liberal · 2 rooms for rent to female students priv. 
male to share beautiful old home Sanford kitchen, cab)e TV, 2bth, laundry room. 10 
$250 + 112 util 321-2506 eve. miles from UCF. Call 568-8300. Only $30.00 
a week. 
Kitchen renovation forces sale washer/dryer 
$300/pr good shape 240-5275. 
·Townhouse, 2br/2.5b, Tuscawilla Nothing 
down, Assume mortgage $49,900 407-647-
3515. 
At 286, VGA Monitor, 1 meg ram, 32 meg hard 
drive, 1.2 $ 1.44 floppies mouse. Windows, 
Excel, 123, Quatro, WP, Dbase, Norton and 
many more are included. $1200.249-1724. 
l!lilf til!llltlllllll 
Pontiac sunbird turbo 1985exc cond p/b pis.a/ 
c new tires tint $3000 671-1268 Matt. 
1980 Porsche 924 red good condition am/fm/ 
cassette $3500 895-0510. 
The Kenworthy School in Maitland is add-
ing teachers and teacher aides. Early 
childhood elementary music child devel-
opment candidates please-call 331-5144. 
Opportunity For Female Student 
Retired s1mior citizen offers room and board 
plus salary in exchange for transportation and 
very light housework. 10 r:niles from U.C.F. 
Call 568-8300. 
Part or Full-time Opportunity available with 
International Company. Also in need of career 
minded individuals. No exp. necessary. Will 
train. You choose your own hours. Excellent 
income potential. Call 5683136 or 322-7044. 
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600 
Student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, Word 
Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast* Professional* Accurate 
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing 
Papers, Graphs, Charts, Resumes, very rea-
sonable rates, 297-3545. 
FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER TYPING -
NEEDS CALL DOT 407-293-4445, $2.50/ 
PAGE. 
Looking for a male roommate to share 1 bed/ 
1 bath apt at Villa Cordova Apt. Just 5 miles 
from UCF on Univ Blvd. $198.00 Month + 1/2 
Util Call Jorge at 677-5779. Leave Message. 1111111tlll111111fll l llllfltll~ll !~=~~!!I~~~:~~~ 
LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores 
Taught by testing specialist 
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341 -0003. 
/ 
Software and Programming Consulting 249-
1724. Share 2b/2b furnished waterfront duplex 2 1/ 
2 miles from UCF for the summer. No lease 
required. $255/mo + 1/2 util call eveslwknds 
657-1903 
Roommate to share ·4 bdrm hol'(le $300/mo 
incl utilities washer/dry 249-4123 after 6:00 
Female to share house. Own bed+ bth. Other 
amenities w/d, utils + telephone inc. $300 per 
mo. Call 365-6350. 
Share furnished apartment $180/month+ 112 
utilities call 382-4892. A walk to UCF. 
Ti-81 Graphing calculator programmable, w/ 
instructions, $75. Call Mark eves. After 8:00, 
862-3602. 
Weight bench marcy monster like new never 
used. Bar, leg ext, 150lbs 125 obo 671-1268 
matt. 
Yamaha OT 50 UC'89,700 miles.blue and 
yellow. Like new, under warranty and more. 
$900 Call 671-5528. 
Coffee table and TV NCR stand $35 a piece or 
$65 for both call 658-1881. 
Home lypist, PC users needed. 
$35,000 potential. Details. 
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628. 
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 2-
6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715 
Part-time Work, 10-15 hours per week, very 
rewarding, business opp, Call:1-900-654-
4040 Ext. 82.$2/min adults. 
Telemark.eters • Oviedo/UCF area $12/hr full/ 
part time, Day/Eves Will train, new offices 366-
6205. 
income restrictions. 213-964-4166 Ext. 59. 
ADA INC site & renovation commercial & resi-
dential home improvement all Repairs, Inte-
rior & Exterior Painting, Plumbing Repairs, 
Bathroom Remodeling, Tile work Driveway In-
stallation & Repairs for Free estimates call 
(407) 671-6998. 
f iflllilillilll111  
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
Do Something Really Good For The 
Environment. .. And for yourself Distribute 
catalog of best recycled, Earth Friendly, 
cruelty free products. Earn substantial 
income fast. No products to inventory. ~o 
paperwork. No money to collect. Free 
information 656-1749. 
DON'TB DRUNK!! 
WESLEY SNIPE·s 
ANNABElLA SCIORRA 
SPIKE LEE 
ANTHONY QUINN 
You can 
I 
to an 
Orl.ando Premiere 
SHOWING 
TtiURSDAY, JUN~ 6_ 
at 8 p.~. 
You could win a pair of tickets to a speciGll ~d­
. vance showing of "JUNGLE FEVER" starri~g 
Spike Lee and ·Annabella S.ciorra courtesy of 
The Central Floric!a Future. ·, .' · · · 
Trivia question:· What 1988 Spike Lee film 
was about the black college· experience? 
Just stop by The Central Florida Future edito-
rial office (located next to the a,.rt domes on 
campus) today only and answer the· trivia 
question to win your free tickets. · . 
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will_ be awarded 
on a first-come, first-served basis. 
.. . 
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Symphony finishes troubled season on high note 
Canadi~n pianist Fialkowski joins Jean and FSO for season finale 
by Bill Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Although the Florida 
Symphony Orchestra had a 
shaky start, with strikes 
and the threat of financial 
troubles, it finished the 
1990-1991 season with its 
vital signs in good shape. 
On the weekend of May 
30, the symphony, under 
the baton of Music Direc~ 
tor Kenneth Jean, was 
joined by Canadian pianist 
Janina Fialkowski for a 
program of mostly visual 
musical pieces. 
In spite of Jean's orien-
tal background, he looked 
the "very model of a mod-
ern British gentleman" on 
Friday morning'8 Master-
works' Coffee Concert. He 
wore silver pinstriped trou-
sers, and a dark gray tuxe-
do jacket over a silver-grey 
tie and vest. 
that borders between Bar- anist. Fialkowski was more 
tok and Debussey. than a ·match for the chal-
Following that, Fi- lenga. 
alkowski joined Jena and Certainly no one can ever · 
the orchestra for the per- accuse Jean of being too 
formance of two Franz Liszt laid back on the· job. While 
pieces. - conducting, he used every 
The first, the Piano Con- possible square inch of the 
certo in E ·flat major, w·as a podium as he pounced 
recent discovery by Jay upon, and sometimes 
Rosenblatt who recon- seemed to sneak up on ev-
structed the score in 1989 · ery musical note needed for 
while in Europe working on the program. His energy 
his doctoral dissertation. It was as pleasurable to wit- . 
is a sometimes ominous, ness as the music he pro-
sometimes triumphant duced was to listen to. 
piece and both pianist and · The final selection for 
orchestra worked well to- the concert was Modest 
gether on it. That result, Moussourgsky's "Pictures 
however, should not have at an Exhibition" as orches-
been any great surprise. It trated by Maurice Ravel. A 
was a Jean-FialkowsKi col- musical depiction of the ar-
labora~ion that premiered tistic works of one of the 
the work in America with composer's good friends, 
the Chicago Symp·hony Or- "Pictures at an Exhibition." 
chestra on May 3, 1990. is a· standard piece that 
·Prior to the intermission, never loses popularity and 
Fialkowski and the arches- has an appeal that crosses 
·tra played Liszt's "Toten- all ages. 
tanz," or "Dance of Death." Although the piece was 
This is classic Liszt and played a tad too rapidly, 
He opened the concert 
with Ottorini Respighi's 
"Brazilian Impressions," a 
highly impressionistic score Fialkowski was the guest artist at theFSO concert. most demanding on any pi- and the tuba solo during 
-======-===----=----------------------·----------:----, "Bydlo (The Ox Cart)" was 
S~ncer Brewer 
New Age I Jazz Artist 
Sunday, June 9, 5 p.m. atXZFR 
Free valet parking, plus receive a FREE 
Pleasure Island ticket good for the remainder ~ 
of the evening. WL~0103. FM $15 donation at the door. No annual passes 
or discounts accepted. Proceeds to benefit 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Central Florida. 
~~o_~" oF .-ov.p ~ Part II 
8 -t"\~~ , ~ "BE A ST~" Competition 
Every Tuesday, 
,.. ' May 28 - July 2, 8:30 p.m. 
Sing your favorite hits to fully orchestrated 
background music! Lyric~ provided on video. 
Finalists from each Tuesday preliminary will 
·have a chance to win a trip to Japan and 
perform in an authentic Karaoke bar. 
Sign ups begin at 6 p.m. Tuesdays at Jessica's. .~ 1nc.1_. Limited space available. 18 or older to enter. rtll' ~ 
For information, call (4D7] 260-6400. 
marked ·by a few stray 
notes du.ring the beginning 
of that section, the orches-
tra's overall performance 
was of fine quality, partic-
ularly the thunderous fina-
le, "The Great Gates of 
Kiev." 
All in all, the concert 
made for a fine introduction 
to Orlando's FSO. The or-
chestra's talents are but-
tressed nicely by the fine 
acoustics of the Bob Carr 
Auditorium. 
Don't 
go out 
\Yithout 
your 
r·ubbers. 
. ' 
We're talking about 
condoms. 
And we're talking 
about AIDS. 
If you're not sharing 
needles with infected 
drug user's, there's one 
other way you can get 
AIDS, and that's sex. 
Because when passed 
into the bloodstream by 
semen, anybody is, 
vulnerable to the virus. 
There are no vaccines 
against AIDS. There are 
no cures for it. 
And if you get, you'll 
, likely· die. 
· - .. ·. ~-·~ -..·w::~1~•~ JAM9TANO --rsewo~ColiiGf~? . RORIDA'90RIGINALMU91C . it 
So if you choose to 
have sex, be sure to 
carry condoms and tell 
your partner to use 
I This coup()n.~d any Sunday Jh(~1:'\)h .. \ , ~ 9HQWCA9E Et 
. _Thursday. Set 50 ro off JegtJ.ICJr.~~~1~1on ~nd Sunday evenings this summer 
I. when youpr~.es·e· nt yo~rva11d. c;;oUfID··.: ... e.· ~p ,. ,, . shopping in our unique boutiques, enjoying · anq 8$, drJver' s license at 911Y ~ , , utd f d d rst · · t th b t · · 1 Pleusure.lslandticket bqoth/" ';, ·' 0 oor 00 an 1 ening 0 e es angina 
" \ music performed by tomorrow's stars. 
f ·'"' Vplld through June SD, l99l . . . The best way to enjoy Sunday night JAMSTANDS 
&.. - - (IQH•1\11@1131·1Wj) is with a Pleasure Island Annual Pass! 
-----..a 
them. . 
Lefs face it j·f a woman 
doesn't look out for 
herself, how can she be 
.sure anyone else will? 
AIDS Andifhe says no, so can you. 
If you think you 
can't get it you're 
dead wrong. 
·' ( 
·1·0 The· central Florida Future June'-s·. · fg91 
The Scorpions 
· In Concert 
Father and son ·bond ·in 
. . . 
Roth's personal account 
The Scorpions played to a near sold-out 
·crowd on May 24 at Orlando Arena. Trixter 
and Great White.opened for. the Scorpions. 
Photos: (top)' Ru9olf Schenker: guitar, lead 
TITLE: PATRIMONY 
AUTHOR: Philip Roth 
DATA: Simon & Schuster, 238 
pages, $19.95 
Reviewed by Bill Cushing 
Since his 1959 release of 
"Goodbye, Columbus," Philip Roth 
has been one of America's most 
outrageous authors. Later, 
· "Portnoy'sComplaint" exposed the 
sexual frustrations of a growing-
. Jewish boy while his short story 
· "The Conversion of the Jews" 
angered rabbinical authorities by 
questioning their own wisdom. 
Granville Hicks once said that 
Roth "is a careful observer and 
has a good ear." 
Roth now takes these powers 
of observations several steps 
further in "Patrimony" as he 
chronicles the year-long ordeal 
revol\lingaroundhisfather's slow 
and painful death by brain cancer. 
Even when Roth outraged his 
readers by his attitude, he won 
irudgingadmirationforhis~ility 
to make us share emotions and 
sympathies with the characters. 
Now the characters are real and 
the book, written as a first-person 
narrative, is not unlike W. P. 
Kinsella's "Shoeless Joe" in its 
depiction of a father. and son 
coming closer together through 
ordeal. 
At the very outset, Roth affects 
his readers by sharing his 
emotions: "Alone, when I felt like 
crying, I cried ... and not because I could readily 
identify the tumor invading the brain but simply 
because it was his brain, my father's brain, what 
prompted him to think the blunt way he thoUght, 
· speak the emphatic . way he spoke, reason the 
emotional way he reasoned, decide .the impulsive 
way he decided." · 
Roth describes his father as a man who was 
always looking forward. He recalls how, after the 
burial of his mother, he found his father in their 
bedroom throwing out all of her possessions and 
momentos. . 
Roth also views his father as both the family a.."ld 
the Hebrew storytellerin the oral tradition,. whereas 
he himself is a writer. And what Roth wishes to do in 
these pages, and does, is chronicle the passing of that 
type of traditional Jew. 
Patrimony means, in the strictest sense of the 
word, an ·inheritance. And Roth emphasizes the 
ultimate inheritance we all face in vivid and heart-
Wrenching details in this book. He drives home the 
point that we all need to love and appreciate what we 
have at pre8ent because anything corporeal is also 
temporary. Perhaps his most emphatic message 
comes in the beginning chapters of the book, as he 
describes a visit to his mother's grave. 
"There was ... something almost admirable in this 
pitilessly realistic determination t.o acknowledge 
instantaneously, thathe was now an old mari living 
-guitar; (bottom) Klaus Meine: vocals. aloneandthatsymbolicrelicswerenosubstitutefor 
-------------the real companion of fifty-five years." 
"What cemeteries prove, at least to people like me, 
isnotthatthedeadarepresentbutthattheyaregone," 
Roth muses. 'They are gone and, ~ y~ we aren't." 
SOAP 
FROM PAGE 12 
ter with soap opera lovers if 
they had not been as brutal 
with the cutdowns and more 
liberal with compliments. 
If a film is targeted towards 
a certain group of people, like 
the millions of soap opera fans 
across the world, it should not 
make them the brunt of the 
jokes. 
KID.SNEED 
THE 
BOYS CLUB. 
WENEED-
YOURHELP. 
BOYS CLUBS 
r.,,.,.,....,,..,..o-.,,..,,..,..o-~..;CO"""J'."'.,.,....,.,...~~~...or...or~..r.,,. .. ........... ,,..-cr..,,...,,...C"'1 
I Come In For I -I ·ATest Fly. I 
§ § 
I I I ~s 83 8 s· § 
§ i I § § § § § I I · ~ I ~ § S The popularity of Come see our new ~ 8 cycling is taking ofT. And composite and aluminum N § nobody's soaring higher frames, and our oversized Cro- ~ 8 than Trek. moly mountain bike frames ~ 8 Your local Trek that combine lighter weight ti § dealer has. all the new '91 with even greater strength. § § Treks in stock, with the When you're ready to § 8 latest technology to give you take off, its always best to have ~ 8 a better perfol1'Tling bike, a Trek in your flight plans. ~ 8 whether mountain, road or . . ~ 
SS hybrid sport bike. TREK LJSA S ~ • BIKE WORKS Ame1ican B•cycte Tecnnology S OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC. ~ l) 
The Club that beats the .sJreets. I (formerly Bike King) ~ S 9100 E. Colonial Dr. . ~ L 275-3976 - . 8 ='"'--c:ccr~,,,,,,.-cx" ........ O"" ........ ~,,,.,...:r..r,,,~J".rJ"J"J"..r..rJ"'..r..O-J"...o:r..r.-ci 
BAClllRAFT - R BACKDRAFT - R 1:30-4:15-7:00-10:00 .... ~~~~ - R F X 2 - PG-13 2:00-4:00-6:10-8:20 
THEllOVE - PG 2:00-4:00-6:00-a:00-10:00 HUDSON HAWK - R 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
WHAT ABOUT BOB? - PG 2:30-4:45-7:45-10:00 ONLYTHELONElY 
STOllECOLD- R 1:30-3:30-5:30 ·-9:55 - PG-13 1:30-3:45-6:00-8:15-10:15 .... SlLEltCE OF THE LAMBS - R 7:15-9:45 
DAOPDEADFBED- PG-13 2:15-4:15-6:15-a:lS-10:15 DROP DEAD FRED - PG-13 2:05-4:05-6·().< d:OS-10:05· 
FX 2 - PG-13 1:45-4:15-7:45-9:55 THELMA AHO LOUISE - R 1:45-tl 0-7:00-9:45 . ~=~~'M~~~1J ~1~~fii:~~ STONE COLD - R 2:10-4:10-6:10-. ·10:10 
SOAP DISH- PS-13 1:15-3:25-5:30-8:00-10:30•••• CITTSUCKER 
CITY Sl.lCWI - PG-13 - PG-13 8:00 SNEAK FRI. & SAT. 8 PM ONLY 
B:OOSNEAK FRJ. & SAT. B:OOPM ONLY "* 0 NOPASSES• .. • . 
NOTE: ALL MOVIES BEFORE 6:00 PM $3.50, SR. & CHILDREN $3.50 AT ALL TIMES. 
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PredatOrs hunt for dates in ·orlando's clubs:-'"-
by Nick Conte 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Welcome to the jungle, ladies 
and gentleman. Today, we will ex-
amine the many varied and exotic 
homosapien animal species lurking 
at ~ang-out spots in the Orlando 
area. 
**WARNING THE FOLLOWING 
MAY BE TOO MUCH FOR SOME 
OF YOU TO HANDLE. IF YOU 
ARE FAINT HEARTED OR A PAT 
ROBERTSON VOTER YOU ARE 
ASKED TO USE CAUTION WHILE 
READiNGTHIS STORY.** 
Thrqugh the smoke and revelry 
.of a pick-up bar, one thing becomes 
painful apparent. There sure are a 
lot of men and women hunting for 
prey in this multi-colored disco in-
ferno. 
With"the help of my intrepid side-
kick Jim, we notice our first quar-
ry leaning against the bar, it is 
the rare "Polo Fashion Victim." 
This strange beast is a popular sin-
gles animal at any bar within 5 -
miles of a college campus. His nat-
ural habitat is near any keg party, 
and he can -be~ identified by a sma·ll 
"horse and rider" marking over his 
left breast. His common attack line 
is "You wanna go in halves on an 
orgasm?" · 
· Sitting nearby this creature is a 
new comer to _ the singles jungle,' 
she is the "Hippie Chick." ·This 
paisley princess can be spotted im-
mediatly in a crowd. She is always 
hunted~ but never a hunter. Her 
main function is to dance with as 
many other hippie chicks as she 
can find. 
in . e' . ~ 
Her common come back line is 
"Not for a hundred dollars, loser." 
Looking across the dance floor, 
we see the common but interest-
ing "Honkey Boogaloo-er ," a male 
only animal that can be spotted 
dancing to every song with no date 
in sight. . 
He sports a smooth velvet- coat, 
expensively baggy pants, pointed · 
hooves and a gaudy broach. Since 
he appears to hunt by himself, the 
Honkey Boogaloo-er does not have 
an attack line. He moves very well 
on the dance floor, but Jim says 
he needs to work on his mating 
habits. 
... 
'{' 
· While stopping to quench our 
parched throats, I notice a very 
rare creature straddling the bar 
stool next to me. It is the danger-
ous" Divine Divorce." She is a fine 
creature indeed, a little older than 
most of these animals but a pas-
sionate female hunter. 
Jim s:;tys that due -to the Divine 
Divorce's previous mating let-
downs, she is always on the -prowl 
for some poor undersexed male vic-
tim to devour. This dangerous 
predator is one of the only fema-le 
animals in the jungle with her own 
attack line. 
Jim says she varies between 
REVIEW 
FROM PAGE 12 
saying "Hi, you dance good" or "I 
l_ike your buns." Both are usually 
effective. 
The final beast I see on this out-
ing is the always present "G.I 
Shmoe." 
This male beast has evolved 
slowly from the cro-magnon fami-
ly. In fact, Jim says in this disco 
jungle the Shmoe still exhibits 
some of there forefathers behav-
iors. 
Most of these beasts stand well 
above 6 feet and can drink alco-
. holic beverages from dawn till 
dusk. · · 
Since the GI Shm.oe does not 
dance, he is relegated to being ag-
gressive with his attack lines. Here 
is the GI Shmoes top 5 attack line: 
5) "Sure, I love you." 
4) "I'm well invested." 
3) "I'd suck your toes." 
2) "God bless your 
pareQts." 
1) "I swear I won't drool." 
Being just a visitor in this dan-
gerous wilderness, I decided to re-
treat to my tent. Jim said he'd join 
me later after the disco jungle en-
gaged in a pagan ritual known as 
a "Wet T-shirt Contest." 
From what local tribesman tell • 
me, the ritual involves the maie 
animals hooting and -howling as 
they pour water over T-shirted fe-
males with large chest extremities. 
It all sounds highly scientific, but 
there are many more adventures 
to come. 
My advice to those of you who 
plan to live in this wildlife so.on is 
this: Bring lots of humor repel1ant, 
you'll need it! 
bass and Benmont Tench. Why 
don't Amphlett and McEnte in-
clude the musicians in the 
group? Probably because they 
would have to pay them more. 
the horrors and attitl.1-des of the -
streets. The Lifers Gr.cmR has 
a distinct viewpoint on · 'Street 
life. All members of Lifers are 
r in prison. 
You may be familiar Winh the 
Lifers Group, which firsj; be-
came known for their famous 
Juvenile Awareness Program 
(widely popularized in the me-
dia as "Scared Straight"),.which 
brought juveniles into Rahway 
prison and exposed them to the 
horrors of prison life for a day. 
Anyway, the 10-year-old. 
Australian duo has released a 
tape that is nice to listen to for 
a few weeks, but not much long-
er. Radio stations have already 
stopped playing· "I Touch My-
self' every hour. It may be a 
good song, but like any other, 
novelty, it's time will pass. 
-J.C. Smith 
The group is re-surfacing 
with a new project. The project 
included recording an EP in-
side Rahway. The first releas~ 
from the EP is "In the Belly Of 
Beast" and not so surprisingly, 
the video has already been 
banned from MTV. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF.HOLLYWOOD RECORDS 
The members feel that their 
message will reach more 
kids by Hip Hop than the 
program .could ever reach. 
The members of Lifers 
Group are not abie to re-
eeive any royalties from the 
sale of the EP. All profits 
go to the juvenile program. 
#207015, #212238, #215476, #200394, ·#209021, #219625, #212834, #6606~, #200662, #59119, 
#210743 
businesses lost more than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administering drug tests. 
Failing the test means you won't 
be considered for employment. 
And that's one hell of a price 
to pay . 
WE'RE PUTTlllO ·oRUOS OUT OF BUSINESS. 
• Lifers Group_ 
Artists: Lifers Group 
Producers: Dr. Jam 
Phase 5 
Label: Hollywood Basic 
and 
The music is a unique blend 
·of R&B and Rock and Roll. The 
music has a lot of fast guitar 
licks and plenty of bass drop 
for the cars with "the boomin' 
system." 
,--------------------------------- I The Lifers Group is unlike 
. WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS... ; the many Rap artists today 
This is a great EP for your· 
listening pleasure and also an 
excellent chance to help a wor-
thy cause. Pick it up. 
: UCF COLLEGE NIGHT AT PIZZAZZ! .-1--wh_ic_h_ar_e_oft---'-~-n _ra_pp_in_g_ab_ou_t ___ -_s_a_bn_·n_a_c_o_vin_gto_n_ 
I 4088 N. GOLDENROD, WINTER PARK ,K-MART PLAZA I: 
I 25'¢ DRA.FTS! 1
1 
: . so~ PIZZA SLICES! I 
I COUPON GOOD FOR 1 FREE SLICE OF SICILIAN PIZZA!!! I 
I 8:30PM-10:30PM, NO COVER! . 679-7900 I L-------------~----------------~ 
Music Reviewers 
Wanted 
Are 7ou interested ia music1 Do 70u have a critical ear1 
If so, The Central F1orida Future has a job for you. 
Our music reviewers 
get to hear the best (and worst) of today's music, 
and then tell the world what they think of it. · 
If you've got what it takes and would like to jotn our staff, then 
call UCF·NEWS or drop by the omce and 
ftll out an application today. 
• 
. . . D · - · Junes, 199112 
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'Soapc1ish' airs daytime TV's dirty laundrj 
by Jamie cane 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
It's "Cliff Hanger Friday" ex-
panded into a more unreal di-
mension ... 
Soap f a,ns, our day on the 
silver screen has arrived, but 
it may strike a sour note with 
many loyal Viewers. 
In the Paramount Pictures 
filID; "Soap<)ish," with a star-
studded cast including Sally 
Field, Whoopi Goldberg and 
Kevin Kli!le, the soap op-era in-
dustry is spoofed to the point 
of ridicule to dedicated viewers 
and actors. 
. In a comic slapstick style, 
everything that happens in this 
incre~ibly simple film is de-
signed to make a stab at the 
world of soap operas. So, if you 
are fond of daytime soaps--=-be~ 
ware, this film may not be for 
you . 
.But, if you're in the right 
frame of mind, it could be a 
positive experience. 
Field stars as the Susan Luc-
ci type (Erica Kane, "All My . 
Chi1dren") soap actress Celes-
te Talbert on the fictional show, 
"The Sun Also Sets." The gist 
of the plot is that Talbert's real . 
life mirrors a combination· of 
bad storylines from failing con-
tinuing dramas such as "The 
Edge of Night" or "Rituals." 
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 
Robert Downey Jr. is just one of the many stars that appear in the sometimes hilarious new film, "Soapdish." 
For those of you who don't 
remember these soap opera 
causalities, you didn't miss 
much. Here's a quick synopsis: 
·Talbert is a veteran actress 
on ~The .Sun Also Sets" and the 
public loves her image. Howev.:. 
er, her public image is an illu-
sion and a ri"al actress on the 
show plots to reveal the truth 
and ruin Talbert's career. 
Through the usual twists and 
turns of the "down with soaps" 
plot, many big name stars grace 
the film for no apparent reason 
other than to add their name 
to the credits. 
Goldberg (who is a' self-pro-
claill}ed Days of Our Lives fan) 
plays Talbert's head writer and 
best friend. The stOryline re-
strain ts of this character don't 
allow Goldberg to do very much 
with the role. 
Other actors who should 
have been spotlighted more are 
Robert Downer Jr. and Carrie 
Fisher. Downey is good in his 
role as a accomplice to Talbert's 
antagonist, but he does noth-
ing more than grovel to gor-
geous blonde, Cathy Moriarty. 
Fisher is the big loser in the 
film. She has maybe two scenes 
in which. she plays a sex-
starved casting director. Fish-
Soapdish 
General public ·- *** 
Soapfans- * 
Rated: PG-13 
Starring: Sally Field, Kevin 
Kline, Whoopi Goldberg 
Director: Michael Hoffman 
Producer: Aaron Spelling 
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair 
****Good *****Excellent 
er must ~eed the money be-
cause otherwise she should 
have passed up this role. 
If this film is successful 
(we;re not talking blockbuster 
or anything), it will be because 
of some excellent marketing 
strategies on Pararilount's part. 
They are trying to tap jnto 
the market of millions of view-
ers who loyally"watch their 
soaps each day. 'They have been 
showing commercials during 
the shows for weeks. 
On top of that they have a 
few familiar faces in the film to 
attract soap fans. Finola Hugh-
es (Anna Lavery, General Hos-
pital) and Stephen Nichols (ex-
Steve "Patch" Johnson) make 
guest appearances -at "Soap-
dish' s" versiQn ·of Daytime 
Emmy Awards. . 
"Soapdish" would score bet-
see SOAP page 1 O 
Divinyls use sex ·to reach out and touch charts 
Prison rap artists Lifers Group sends message to yourig people. from be~ind bars, MTV refuses to show their video 
Mark McEntee and Christina Amphlett, the duo that makes up the rock group Divinyls, have 
recently scored .a hit with their first single "I Touch Myself." PHOTOCOURTESYOFVIRGINRECORDS 
• diVINYLS 
Artists: diVINYLS 
Produce-.:-s: diVINYLS and 
David Tickle 
Label: Virgin 
Sex sells. 
Christina Amphlett and 
Mark McEntee of the diVI-
NYLS apparently1had this in 
mind when they released their 
hit song "I Touch Myself." 
"A fool could see/ Just how 
much I adore you/ I get down 
on my knees/ I do anything for 
you." 
OK, maybe the lyrics don't 
reveal anything deep about so-
ciety, try to combat hunger or 
campaign for world peace, but 
they do get your attention. Am-
phlett's sexy, raspy voice en-
sures that. It's also a great song 
to lip sync to that special some-
one or to people at stop lights. 
Ho-..yever, "I Touch Myself' 
is the best song on the diVI-
NYLS new self titled release, 
probably because Amphlett and 
McEntee had help writing it. 
Songwriters Tom Kelly and Bil-
ly Steinberg teamed up with 
the duo to write this first, and 
so far only, single. Why does it 
seem a group's biggest hits are 
always written or co-written by 
somebody else? 
The rest of the tape offers 
mostly solid music but nothing 
with commercial potential. Oth-
er good songs include the open- · 
ing one, ''Make Out Alright," 
and "Bullet," both co-written 
with other songwriters (see 
what I mean). "If Love Was a 
Gun" and "Follow Through" are 
two songs you just might want 
to fast forward through, ho\Y-
ever. 
Additional musicians on the 
tape include Charlie Drayton 
on drums, Randy Jackson on 
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